


·Marble, natural stone & design (marble, granite, natural stone, design with stone, marble
agglomerates);
·Blocks and unhewn stone (marble blocks, granite blocks, unhewn stone, large formats);
·Machinery/equipment for the natural stone sector and processing workshops;
transport/lifting vehicles, machinery and systems for disposal, ecology/depuration,
computer numerical control machinery - dynamic area);
·Tools and chemicals (abrasives, diamond tools, chemicals, technologies for safeguarding
the architectural heritage,| artistic bronze, holy arts). 

Type of Event: 
B2B, on payment, trade only 

Date of next edition: 
26-29 September 2023

Place: 
Veronafiere Verona, Italy

Website:
https://www.marmomac.com/

Contacts:
info@marmomac.com

Marmomac is the most important trade fair in the world specifically for the entire
natural stone supply and value chain, from the quarry to processed products,
technologies, machinery and tools.
Established in one of the Italy's leading natural stone extraction and processing
districts, Marmomac is today the main international hub for the exponents in the
sector, an incomparable platform where business and professional development come
together meet to become a preferential venue for innovation, culture and training

SECTOR/PRODUCT CATEGORIES:

https://www.marmomac.com/


N° of exhibitors: 
1.200
N°of visitors/buyers:
47.000

International Visitors: 63%
International Exhibitors: 56%

Exhibitors from 46 countries, visitors from
131 countries.

*Marmomac 2022 data. 

FACTS&FIGURES

Numbers of subscriptions to the
Marmomac Plus platform

1.268 subscribed companies with around
4.000 products and 900 projects.

SOCIAL MEDIA 

INSTAGRAM

FACEBOOK

LINKEDIN

COVERAGE: 1.500.000 FOLLOWER: 21.200

COVERAGE: 4.000.000 FOLLOWER: 36.000

COVERAGE: 80.000 FOLLOWER: 6.300

https://www.linkedin.com/company/2222942/admin/analytics/followers/?anchor=org-view-followers


All the players in the natural stone sector
attend the trade fair in Verona every
autumn, making Marmomac the most
important occasion for business,
comparison and training for companies
and professionals in the natural stone
industry world-wide. 
The event's international status not only
concerns exhibitors but also business
delegations and trade operators: a high-
profile, well-informed audience that is
vital for networking and the development
of the supply chain.
Attending Marmomac also means
exploring, learning about the latest
trends in technology and design, and
meeting customers, partners,
distributors, contractors, architects and
interior designers.

 
WHY EXHIBIT?

 

The event ensures quality services and technological innovations that help you free up your
time that you can then dedicate to personal relationships. One of these is the Marmomac
Plus portal, an evolution of the online catalogue that expands the experience of the trade
fair attended in person with various promotional functions and opportunities for linking up
with the community before and during the event. 



Visiting Marmomac means you can meet
the major players and professionals in the
field of natural stone production,
processing and distribution in a single
venue; explore the main innovations in
technological areas and keep up-to-date
with the evolution of machinery and tools
for natural stone finishing operations. 
The exhibition space welcomes and
guides visitors along a path that responds
equally to the needs of architect and
designers, as well as technicians and
distributors.
One of the reasons for Marmomac's
success is the decision to combine
business with product design and culture,
by now acknowledged as a universal
added value for all Made in Italy products.
This is why Marmomac has decided to
focus on this unique and incomparable
competitive advantage even in the natural
stone system. The trade fair boasts an
exciting program of conferences,
continuing education classes for
architects (credited by AIA ad RIBA), and
exhibitions on art and university
experimentation, architecture and design.

WHY VISIT?
 

Marmomac, for the 2023 edition, boosts
the segment linked to design solutions,
connected to the world of furniture, luxury
and contract with the curatorship by Elle
Décor magazine and the Hearst publisher.
Hall 1 at Marmomac, historically assigned
to the Italian Stone Theatre showcase, is
now aimed at companies interested in
presenting their business and production
not so much to the marble worker and
distributor but to the architect, planner
and interior designer and, in the light of
this objective, presenting themselves to
the public not only with their materials but
with artefacts or creations that enhance
both the material itself and its versatility of
use.

NEW IN 2023


